Abstract: Deep photometric surveys of the Milky Way have revealed diffuse structures encircling our Galaxy far beyond the "classical" limits of the stellar disk. This paper reviews results from our own and other observational programs, which together suggest that, despite their extreme positions, the stars in these structures were formed in our Galactic disk. Mounting evidence from recent observations and simulations implies kinematic connections between several of these distinct structures. This suggests the existence of collective disk oscillations that can plausibly be traced all the way to asymmetries seen in the stellar velocity distribution around the Sun. There are multiple interesting implications of these findings: they promise new perspectives on the process of disk heating; they provide direct evidence for a stellar halo formation mechanism in addition to the accretion and disruption of satellite galaxies; and, they motivate searches of current and near-future surveys to trace these oscillations across the Galaxy. Such maps could be used as dynamical diagnostics in the emerging field of "Galactoseismology", which promises to model the history of interactions between the Milky Way and its entourage of satellites, as well examine the density of our dark matter halo. As sensitivity to very low surface brightness features around external galaxies increases, many more examples of such disk oscillations will likely be identified. Statistical samples of such features not only encode detailed information about interaction rates and mergers, but also about long sought-after dark matter halo densities and shapes. Models for the Milky Way's own Galactoseismic history will therefore serve as a critical foundation for studying the weak dynamical interactions of galaxies across the universe.
Introduction
Our perspective on the Milky Way presents both unique challenges and unique opportunities within our quest to understand galaxies more generally. Because we are located inside of our own Galaxy, it is the only galaxy for which we lack a truly global perspective in a single snapshot and, instead, must survey the entire night sky to fully sample its constituents. On the other hand, it is one of the few galaxies that we can presently study by individual stars and it is the only galaxy for which we can make volume-complete samples in both position and velocity space for non-evolved stellar tracers (e.g., via Main Sequence Turnoff Stars, hereafter MSTO). Present and recent sky surveys have already considerably advanced this effort, and surveys in the near future will deliver massive datasets that will enable detailed studies of stellar structures throughout the Galactic volume.
Emerging in the 1990s, the catalogues that provided the inspiration for current and future surveys not only mapped global structures in our Galaxy, but also revealed the ubiquity of substructure within it. These revelations added an unforeseen richness to interpretations of the data sets and encouraged the development of new dynamical tools for studying ongoing interactions and formation histories. As a few examples:
• Astrometric data from the Hipparcos mission [1] led to the discovery of moving groups in the velocity distribution of solar-neighborhood stars [2] . Some of these likely correspond to destroyed star clusters (as expected), while others (unexpectedly) have been interpreted as signatures of resonances with the Galactic bar [3] .
• Precise, large-area photometry from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (hereafter, SDSS - [4] [5] [6] ) led to the discovery of many "streams" of MSTO stars in the Galactic stellar halo. These are understood to be the remnants of long-dead satellite galaxies and dissolved globular clusters [7, 8] and serve as a stunning confirmation that our Galaxy has indeed formed hierarchically (e.g., [9] [10] [11] ).
• All-sky, infrared photometry from the Two Micron All Sky Survey (hereafter, 2MASS - [12] ) enabled M giant stars associated with tidal debris from the Sagittarius dwarf galaxy (hereafter Sgr) to be traced around the entire sky [13] , offering a new perspective on the history of its disruption [14] .
From these and many other studies using large survey catalogues, it is now clear that the Milky Way is full of kinematic substructure, from the nearby regions of the Galactic disk to the distant stellar halo. The focus of this Article is on three such substructures just beyond the historical "end" of the Galactic disk within the inner stellar halo. Figure 1 (reproduced with data from previous work, [15] ), shows the spatial distribution of M giant stars associated with these three substructures: the so-called Monoceros Ring (Mon; also known as the Galactic Anticenter Stellar Structure, GASS), the Triangulum-Andromeda clouds (TriAnd), and A13. Note that at lower Galactic latitudes, the lack of candidate M giant members is due to selection effects and crowding near the midplane; we expect the structures to continue towards even lower latitudes, but blend with ordinary disk stars. Markers represent individual stars identified as likely members of each of the three structures discussed in this work (see figure legend). Distance estimates come from photometry alone and have expected absolute uncertainties around ≈20% for TriAnd and A13 [15, 16] and ≈25% for Mon/GASS. Grey curves in left panel show Galactocentric circles with cylindrical radii, R, indicated on the figure. The position of the Sun is marked with the solar symbol .
Each of these substructures were originally identified as over-densities in stellar number counts relative to the expected global structure of the disk or inner stellar halo 1 The same region of the sky has been shown to be richly structured on even smaller scales [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] , but here we consider only the larger structures. Unlike most stellar streams, Mon/GASS, TriAnd, and A13 are present at a range of low to moderate Galactic latitudes and span large areas of the sky-we will hereafter refer to them collectively as the "low-latitude structures". The basic properties of the low-latitude structures are summarized below:
• Mon/GASS is an arc-like or partial-ring feature of stars beyond the previously-expected edge of the Galactic disk, ≈ 5 kpc beyond the Sun in cylindrical radius [24] . Stars attributed to Mon/GASS span a large area of the sky and large range in distance: Galactic longitudes ≈120 • l 240 • , latitudes −30 • b +40 • , and heliocentric distances 5 d 10 kpc [17, 18, 25] . Radial velocity measurements of M giant stars associated with the structure follow a clear trend in mean velocity with Galactic longitude and have a velocity dispersion much smaller than the stellar halo [26] .
• TriAnd was first discovered as a diffuse over-density of M giant stars covering the area
• , overlapping the Mon/GASS structure on the sky but at larger heliocentric distances of ≈15-25 kpc [27] . The M giants again exhibit a coherent radial-velocity sequence with a dispersion much smaller than the halo [27] . Deep photometry in the region revealed MSTO stars associated with the structure and proposed the existence of a second main sequence ("TriAnd 2") at larger distance, ≈30-35 kpc [22, 28] Here we show just M giant stars that have been previously identified as candidate members of the structures, however, some of the structures have also been detected in MSTO stars [17, 18] . discovered by applying a group finding algorithm [29] to all M giants in the 2MASS photometric catalogue [30] . Again, radial velocities of M giants in this structure have a small velocity dispersion around a roughly linear trend with Galactic longitude [15] Several distinct scenarios have been used to explain the formation and existence of each of these structures. Mon/GASS has been attributed to the accretion of a satellite [31] , a natural extension of the Galactic warp [32, 33] , or disturbances to the Galactic disk [21, [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] . The extreme position of TriAnd at (R, Z) ≈ (15, −5) to (25, −12) kpc across a large range in Galactocentric azimuth, φ, seemed to exclude the possibility of a disturbed Galactic disk as a possible origin and it has also been modeled as debris from a satellite on a retrograde orbit [16] . Initial abundance studies measured [α/Fe] and s-process values for M giants in both Mon/GASS and TriAnd and found them to be consistent with those seen in Milky Way satellite galaxies, thus unlike the disk [39, 40] -see Section 2.3 for a more complete discussion.
Recent evidence points towards a more convincing, coherent picture for the nature of the three low-latitude structures: the stars in these structures likely have a common origin in the Galactic disk and have been "kicked out" to their present-day positions. This Article reviews recent and ongoing contributions that our own group is making to formulating this picture, which include spectroscopic surveys of the low-latitude structures to study metallicities and kinematic properties [15, 16] [16, 41, 42] ). We summarize this observational and theoretical work in Sections 2 and 3 respectively, adding in the context of contemporary work from other groups, as well as the larger context of possible connections across the Galactic disk. Armed with this understanding of the nature of these substructures, we proceed in Section 4 to discuss prospects for mapping such structures more generally around our own and other galaxies. We end in Section 5 by outlining the motivation for making such maps, asking what they might be telling us about bigger questions: galaxy formation scenarios and the distribution of dark matter around galaxies.
The Nature of Structures Around the Outer Disk-Summary of Observations
From clustering in positions or distance alone, many candidate groups and over-densities of M giants have been identified in the outer disk or inner halo. Over the last five years our group has obtained spectroscopy for candidate members of these structures with the aims of (1) confirming the existence of substructure in velocities, (2) measuring chemical abundances, and (3) studying the constituent stellar populations. These goals then inform our own efforts to produce plausible dynamical formation scenarios using simulations. In particular, we avoid the collimated stellar streams that have been well-studied in prior work (such as Sgr, Orphan, GD1 and Pal 5-see, e.g., [14, [43] [44] [45] ) and instead focus on stellar structures that appear diffuse, amorphous, extended or "cloud-like" in nature, such as TriAnd, A13, and Mon/GASS. Initial interpretations of these morphologies suggested the structures could be shells -debris from the disruption of satellite galaxies on near-radial orbits-but as seen from an internal perspective [46] . However, our own and other recent observations instead suggest a common origin within the Galactic disk for stars associated with the low-latitude structures.
Low-resolution Spectroscopy: Metallicities and Radial Velocities
In our first study, we extended a prior sample of TriAnd M giants [27] by obtaining spectra of all candidate M giants identified by applying color-magnitude cuts to stars in the TriAnd region of the sky [16] . We identified M giants associated with the two proposed MSTO TriAnd structures (TriAnd 1 and 2, as named by [22, 28] ). M giant stars in both TriAnd 1 and 2 form clear over-densities in radial velocities with a small dispersion, σ v ≈ 25 km s −1 , compared to the background halo velocity distribution. The radial velocities of M giants in both TriAnd 1 and 2 follow the same sequence in velocity with a steady negative gradient of mean Galactic Standard-of-Rest (GSR) radial velocity (v GSR ) with increasing Galactic longitude, l; see Figures 2 and 3, red triangles. We initially presented a dynamical model that simultaneously and approximately reproduces TriAnd 1 and 2 as tidal debris stripped over two separate pericentric passages from a single accreted satellite on a low-eccentricity, retrograde, near-planar orbit. The debris structures in the simulation were morphologically closer to streams than shells, but still subtended large areas on the sky as observed from the Sun's position. We note, however, that because of large distance uncertainties, the M giants in TriAnd 1 and 2 are indistinguishable and overlap in distance, velocity distribution, and sky position; the existence of two distinct structures rather than a single extended structure has yet to be conclusively demonstrated (see [22] for some counter-arguments). Hereafter, we therefore refer to the TriAnd structures collectively, rather than individually.
In subsequent work, we continued this spectroscopic survey by observing M giant stars in A13 [30] . A13 overlaps the TriAnd clouds in Galactic longitude (but not latitude) at one end, and Mon/GASS at the other end, but is apparent in the Northern (rather than Southern) Galactic Hemisphere and at slightly brighter magnitudes than TriAnd. The spectra show that, like the TriAnd clouds, this structure has a coherent velocity structure with low dispersion and a steady gradient with longitude, l, confirming the genuine association of its members [15] ; see Figure 2 , orange squares.
Low-resolution spectroscopy has also been obtained for a sample of M giant stars that span ≈100 • of the Mon/GASS structure [26] . The candidate Mon/GASS member M giants also show a clear trend in GSR velocity with Galactic longitude, and appear to form a coherent sequence with both A13 and TriAnd; see Figure 2 , yellow circles. As mentioned above, Figure 2 (reproduced with data from previous work, [15] ), summarizes the line-of-sight (GSR) velocity trends of M giants in each of the three low-latitude structures. Not only do these structures all have low dispersions (∼25 km/s) relative to the stellar halo (∼120 km/s) -which suggests that the structures themselves are real-they also appear to collectively exhibit a continuous gradient with Galactic longitude, l. This suggests that the structures may also be associated with one another, as part of a larger structure in the outer Galactic disk.
Stellar Populations and Other Kinematic Tracers
Motivated by the observed, low-dispersion velocity distribution of the M giant stars in TriAnd, we sought to observe other distance tracer stars in the same region, determine their membership, and improve the distance estimates to the structure. We focused on and selected RR Lyrae stars in the TriAnd region from the Palomar Transient Factory (PTF; [47] ), using a conservative distance cut to account for uncertainties in the RR Lyrae and M giant photometric distance estimates, 15 kpc < d < 35 kpc. We obtained spectra for ≈1/3 of the total number of RR Lyrae in the M giant volume considered to be associated with TriAnd and measured radial velocities for these stars [41] . [41] ) shows the results of our survey: unlike the M giants (triangles) the RR Lyrae stars (circles) show no clear, tight velocity sequence. By modeling both the RR Lyrae and M giants velocities as having been drawn from a mixture of two populations-one representing a low-dispersion sequence with varied dispersion, and one representing a halo population with large dispersion, both Gaussian-we showed that, after accounting for selection effects, the number ratio of RR Lyrae to M giants, f RR:MG , within the overdensity is f RR:MG < 0.38 with 95% confidence.
Since we were unable to find any RR Lyrae clearly associated with TriAnd, our attempt to measure more accurate distances to the structure was unsuccessful. However, the upper limit on the value of f RR:MG was in itself interesting. RR Lyrae and M giants are tracers of populations with quite distinct metallicities: stars in the horizontal branch phase of evolution are typically only blue enough to cross the instability strip and become RR Lyrae if they have [Fe/H] −1.5; and giant stars typically only evolve to colors red enough to become spectral class M if they have [Fe/H] −1.5. Hence, a stellar population has to contain a significant range of metallicities to contain both types of stars. The metallicity distributions in nearly all existing satellite galaxies orbiting the Milky Way (e.g., [48] ) are typically biased towards low metallicities (i.e., [Fe/H] < −1) , such that they contain no or few M giant stars (i.e., f RR:MG = ∞). The largest satellites (the Large Magellanic Cloud and Sgr) are exceptions as they contain substantial metal rich (i.e., [Fe/H] > −1) populations; these very metal-enriched dwarf galaxies have f RR:MG ∼ 0.5 in their still-bound stellar populations [41] . In contrast, the local Galactic disk is an overall metal-rich population and thus has very few RR Lyrae (i.e., f RR:MG ∼ 0; [49] ), more consistent with our findings for the stellar population of TriAnd. Moreover, results from the APOGEE survey show the outer disk populations have [Fe/H] > −1 [50] , and hence it is also likely contain a very low fraction of RR Lyrae.
Our work on the stellar populations of the TriAnd region motivated us to look at possible associations of RR Lyrae with the M giant sequences found in Mon/GASS and A13. For the surveyed regions of these structures, we find f RR:MG values similar to those observed for TriAnd, and therefore consistent with membership of the Galactic disk (Sheffield et al., in prep. ).
High-Resolution Spectroscopy: Abundance Patterns
The origin of stellar associations can also be explored through measurements of the detailed chemical abundances of their constituent stars. It is intriguing that our finding of the low-latitude structures all having stellar populations (as indicated by f RR:MG ) that look more like the disk than known Galactic satellites (Section 2.2) appears to be at odds with prior work on abundance patterns of stars in these structures. High-resolution spectra of 21 M giants in Mon/GASS [39] showed [Ti/Fe] lower by up to 0.4 dex compared to the mean trends known for main-sequence stars of the Galactic disk (e.g., [51, 52] [53] suggested that Mon/GASS may be more similar to Sgr than the disk, and therefore proposed an external origin for this structure. Subsequent work comes to similar conclusions for TriAnd stars [40] .
To explore the apparent contradiction between the stellar populations and abundance work, we have recently obtained high-resolution (R ∼ 30, 000-47, 000) and high signal-to-noise (>200 per Å) spectra of fifteen stars in the TriAnd and A13 overdensities. Fourteen stars were observed with the HIRES-S spectrograph at the Keck-1 telescope [62] and one star was observed using the UVES spectrograph at the VLT (Program ID: 097.B-0770A). Figure 4 shows the results of our preliminary analysis, with the average over all the stars in our sample presented as a black point. We find that the stars in these structures have a very narrow metallicity spread, with a value that is consistent with the prior metallicity estimates in TriAnd stars [40] . The TriAnd and A13 stars also have extremely similar chemical abundances to each other, with the abundance dispersion across the combined set of stars from both structures of ≤0.06 dex for most chemical elements. The abundances of all measured α-elements are uniformly enhanced at a level that is consistent with the abundances of the Milky Way disk stars (gray points; [52, 63, 64] ). The [Mg/Fe] value is also consistent with the measurements of α-elements for the disk stars that have been found towards the outer disk in the APOGEE survey [50] (with the caveat that at a given [Fe/H] there is typically an offset of ∼0.2 dex between [Mg/Fe] measured in the infrared with APOGEE and other optical studies). The abundance ratios we derive are too high for the chemical abundance patterns observed in the stars of the Galactic satellites (colored points; [55, [65] [66] [67] [68] [52, 54] ), the Fornax (blue symbols, from [48, [55] [56] [57] [58] ) and Sgr (green symbols, from [59] [60] [61] ) dwarf spheroidal galaxies and our own results (black circle). The error bar on our measurement is the sum of the standard deviation of the stellar sample and a systematic error of the abundance measurement.
We are currently exploring one explanation for the disagreement between our and prior abundance work for stars in the same structures-that the differences in interpretation are due to differences in the observed datasets and spectroscopic modeling techniques. Past work [39, 40] analyzed a small wavelength region in the near-IR, limited to 150 Å from 7440 to 7590 Å. Because of this limitation, they could include only 11 Fe I and 2 Ti I lines in the determination of metallicities, and abundances. Our full analysis, through a much wider wavelength coverage and high SNR attained for the observed spectra, will allow us to include more then a hundred of Fe I and Fe II lines, as well as tens of Ti lines from both ionization stages (Ti II is important to check the influence of NLTE effects in Ti I). It has been shown that Ti I should be not be used in abundance studies because it is very sensitive to NLTE effects [69] (see also discussion in [70] ). We are investigating the sensitivity of abundance diagnostics to the line selection and wavelength regimes by performing test computations on our own data, using a reduced line-list and comparing our [Fe/H] and [Ti/Fe] results between this and the analysis using the full line-list.
Overall, comparing to abundances of disk stars and satellite populations obtained using analogous data sets and reduction techniques, our current results indicate, in contrast to the prior work [39, 40] , that the birthplace of stars in TriAnd and A13 could be the outer Galactic disk (Bergemann et al., in prep.). The differences in our conclusions provide powerful motivation for a uniform survey of abundances for a much larger number of stars towards the Galactic anticenter and extending tens of kpc from the Sun (e.g., [50] ), as well as at comparable metallicities in the few satellite galaxies large enough to host such metal-rich populations.
Mapping Main-Sequence Stars in the Low-Latitude Structures
While we have concentrated on follow-up studies of the known low-latitude structures as traced by M giants selected from 2MASS, knowledge of the spatial distribution of MSTO stars towards the anticenter region has been further refined using photometry from the PanSTARRS1 survey [21, 25] . Recent studies using the SDSS [37] and Pan-STARRS1 (Lurie et al., in prep.) surveys employ the technique of subtracting color-magnitude diagrams (CMD's) derived from fields in their photometric data which were symmetrically placed at equal and opposite Galactic latitudes and at the same Galactic longitudes, analogous to that used for M giants in the original discovery paper for the TriAnd Clouds [27] . The vast number of MSTO stars allowed denser regions, closer to the Galactic plane and at smaller heliocentric distances to be explored. Both MSTO studies show overdense and clearly distinct arcs of stars oscillating between the Northern and Southern Hemispheres as the heliocentric distance was increased towards the anticenter of our Galaxy.
Connecting the Low-Latitude Structures to Velocity Structure Near the Solar Radius
Coincident with studies exploring structures at the very outer edge of our Galactic disk, large scale spectroscopic surveys have allowed a detailed re-examination of the local distribution of stellar velocities, within a few kpc of the Sun. Using data from the SDSS [71, 72] and the RAdial Velocity Experiment (RAVE; [73, 74] ), asymmetries between the Northern and Southern Galactic Hemispheres have been seen in the density and velocity distributions of stars in the vicinity of the sun. Looking ∼2 kpc out towards the Galactic anticenter, the Large Sky Area Multi-Object Fiber Spectroscopic Telescope (LAMOST; [75] [76] [77] ) finds similar asymmetries in radial and vertical velocities [78] . The scale and sense of these asymmetries indicate moderate systematic motions (of order a few km/s) of stars within the disk perpendicular to the plane, suggesting both vertical movement of the midplane, and compression and rarefaction of the vertical scale (referred to as "bending" and "breathing" modes respectively-see, e.g., [79] ). It is natural to associate these asymmetries in motion as a local manifestations of the oscillations traced in space over much larger scales [37, 41] .
The Nature of Structures Around the Outer Disk-Summary of Theoretical Interpretations
The observations summarized in Section 2 indicate that:
• the low-latitude structures-Mon/GASS, TriAnd, and A13 -each have low velocity dispersions supporting the genuine association of the candidate member stars; • Mon/GASS, TriAnd, and A13 share a continuous sequence in mean GSR velocity as a function of Galactic longitude, suggestive of associations between these structures; • the stellar populations in the structures (as indicated by f RR:MG ) are all more consistent with those in the Galactic disk rather than those observed in the stellar halo or Galactic satellites; • the abundance patterns of stars in TriAnd and A13 are similar to those found in the disk of our Galaxy (although the discrepancy with prior work in this conclusion is still under investigation); • the low-latitude structures (around the outer disk) may be connected to oscillating density and velocity structure on smaller scales, traced all the way back to the Solar neighborhood;
Taken together, we conclude that: (i) there is mounting evidence that Mon/GASS, TriAnd, and A13 represent populations of stars formed in the disk that now exist at extreme radii and heights above the Galactic disk; (ii) these structures are likely associated and part of a global system of vertical disk oscillations that can be traced all the way to the velocity asymmetries seen in the solar neighborhood; and (iii) the stellar populations in these structures are inconsistent with a picture in which they formed in a dwarf galaxy.
One natural interpretation of these collected observations is that the oscillations represent the response of the disk to an external perturbation-for example, the impact of a satellite galaxy that has been transmitted and amplified by its wake in the dark matter halo [38, 80] . Prior work has already pointed to this as a possible explanation for the existence of Mon/GASS [34, 35] , with Sgr being pointed to as a plausible culprit for the perturbation [36] . It has also been demonstrated how perturbations from a satellite on an orbit perpendicular to the disk could lead to bending (at low relative impact velocity) and breathing (at higher relative velocity) modes that would be observed in the solar neighborhood as asymmetries in the local velocity distribution [79] and on larger scales as rings [81] . (Note that breathing modes can also be induced by non-axisymmetric features in the disk such as the bar and spiral arms; [82] .) Simulations have also shown that Sgr could be responsible for local velocity structure [83] . Such interactions and corresponding disk features have been found to naturally occur in cosmological simulations [38] . Figure 5 illustrates these ideas with the results of simulations from our own recent work. Using simulations of a disk disturbed (separately) by satellites on orbits that mimic those expected for the Large Magellanic Cloud and Sgr [42] , we extend the prior theoretical backdrop that looked at Mon/GASS to examine whether the extreme (R, Z) locations of TriAnd stars could fit within the same picture. With different masses and orbits (and consequently different interaction strength, timings, and durations) these satellites necessarily induce distinct but overlapping signatures on the global structure of the disk. In more recent work, we found a model that was capable of reproducing the scales of the observed disturbances (radial wavelength and amplitude in space, as well as magnitude of offsets in velocity locally). The model required: the interaction of Sgr with the disk of the Milky Way to be followed for several passages longer than prior work (note that the length of Sgr's streams indicate that it has been impacting the disk for several pericentric passages e.g., [14] ); Sgr to have sufficient initial mass and density to impact the disk in the last Gigayear with a remaining mass of ∼3×10 9 M ; and the disk to be realized with stars existing as far out as 40 kpc from the Galactic center to populate the regions corresponding to TriAnd. The interaction with the LMC modified the overall morphology of the structures induced, but was not sufficient alone to explain their properties. The full details of these results will be discussed in an upcoming paper (Laporte et al., in prep.). 
Discussion-Observational Prospects

The Milky Way
While the connections that have already been made between the different low-latitude structures and the disk population are convincing, there are several possible directions for further observations to strengthen these claims. Kinematic and abundance information and density measurements for more tracers and over a larger volume would greatly facilitate an informative comparison to theoretical work, allowing more detailed interpretations of the history of our Galaxy.
The most obvious direction is to obtain proper motions and more accurate distance estimates to the known features, using the candidate members discussed in this work to search for other tracers. For example, proper motions for the "Anti-Center Stream" (ACS) (a thin, coherent density structure, which may or may not be part of the larger Mon/GASS system; [84] ) indicate that stars in the ACS are not actually moving along the spatial extent of the stream [85] . This is inconsistent with expectations for the behavior of debris from a destroyed satellite. If similar measurements of proper motions of stars in all of the low-latitude structures showed significant motion perpendicular to the Galactic disk, this would provide even more evidence of a disk origin and connection to local oscillations (first results are just being reported in this region [86] ). With precise proper motions, the velocity information would also place important constraints on dynamical models of the disk (see Section 5) . In upcoming data-releases, astrometric measurements from the Gaia mission [87] are poised to provide these data. Expected proper motion uncertainties for the closest M giant stars (≈5 kpc) in Mon/GASS correspond to tangential velocity uncertainties of ≈1-2 km s −1 for M giants with tangential velocities <50 km s −1 . For the farthest known M giant stars in TriAnd (≈ 35 kpc), tangential velocity uncertainties will be ≈7-12 km s −1 for M giants with tangential velocities <50 km s −1 .
The next decade will see first light for the Large Synoptic Survey Telescope (LSST; [88] ), which will survey the sky to the same depth as SDSS every three days. Over time, these data can be combined to detect MSTO stars out to 100 kpc. Hence the exquisite maps from SDSS and PanSTARRS that exploited the dense coverage of this tracer to reveal disk oscillations out to Mon/GASS can be extended to A13 and TriAnd and beyond.
Another complimentary direction for future data is to extend spectroscopic maps to fainter magnitudes and global scales. The Gaia catalogue will soon be enhanced by surveys from several ground-based, wide-field, multi-object spectrographs on larger telescopes capable of reaching to fainter magnitudes (e.g., WEAVE on the William Herschel Telescope, 4MOST and the Prime Focus Spectrograph on the Subaru telescope- [89] [90] [91] ). However, the reach of these surveys towards lower latitudes all the way to the disk plane will be limited by extinction. An infrared spectroscopic survey, such as APOGEE [92] , could overcome this limitation. APOGEE is capable of building catalogues of radial velocities and abundance patterns for 15 chemical species across the Galactic disk, bulge, bar, halo, star clusters, and dwarf galaxies-the type of homogeneous data set needed to compare the low latitude structures to other Galactic components.
Other Galaxies
TriAnd is estimated to have a surface brightness below 32 mag/arcsec 2 [93] , so studying similar features around other galaxies presents a significant challenge. Nevertheless, there are growing samples of galaxies within and beyond the Local Group being mapped to depths close to this target.
For nearby galaxies, these levels are approached through star counts studies, most spectacularly for the case of our nearest neighbor, the Andromeda Galaxy, where giant star counts have revealed a significantly extended and richly featured outer stellar disk [94, 95] . Analogous studies have been carried out for galaxies up to distances of several Mpc (e.g., [96, 97] ), although the focus of these studies has typically been on detecting the stellar halos of these objects. The great advantage of star-count studies is the ability to reach extremely low surface brightnesses-depths below 30 mag/arcsec 2 have been estimated for the density profile of M31's and other galaxies' stellar halos [98, 99] .
Star count studies are limited to the galaxies in the volume within which stars can be resolved. Several dedicated surveys have made innovative advances in studying galaxies to low surface-brightness using a variety of techniques to reach limits below 30 mag/arcsec 2 in integrated light (e.g., [100] [101] [102] [103] ), although these studies face the twin challenges of calibration and Galactic cirrus to overcome.
Looking to the future, NASA's proposed Wide Field InfraRed Survey Telescope (WFIRST), with its wide field of view and high resolution, offers the possibility of extending the deep star-count sensitivities now achieved in MW and M31 to all galaxies within 10 Mpc [104] . In the next decade, images in integrated light from LSST can be combined to be sensitive to slightly shallower depth (∼29 mag/arcsec 2 , see [88] ), but for vast numbers (many millions!) of galaxies.
Conclusions-What Might These Structures Tell Us about Galaxies?
The above sections summarize observational evidence for large scale vertical oscillations of the Galactic plane present in the Solar neighborhood and reaching out beyond the traditional edge of our stellar disk. We have also discussed theoretical studies that suggest that these oscillations could be caused by, and contain the signatures of, ongoing interactions of the Milky Way with its satellite system. Moreover, there are numerous observational prospects for extending this work both to map the Milky Way globally and to look for analogous features around many other galaxies.
Now that we have a physical picture of the origin of such planar undulations, as well as prospects for mapping them further within the Milky Way and detecting analogous substructures around other galaxies, we can move on to discussing how useful they are for constraining the dynamics and evolution of galaxies. While the mere existence of these low surface brightness structures around the outskirts of galaxies is interesting, they contain only a tiny fraction of the stars in galaxies and these are spread out over a large area-these properties naturally make such structures difficult to map, either because their unique signatures can be lost in the foreground star counts (e.g., in the Milky Way), or because the required surface brightness limits for detection are prohibitively low (for integrated light).
Conversely, these features may prove to be particularly powerful probes of interactions and histories, precisely because they contain so little mass: they can be modeled as test particles responding to an external perturbation.
Below are just three examples of where these structures could promise new insights into some classic questions in galactic astronomy.
• Disk heating mechanisms -It has been understood for a long time that disks can evolve significantly due to mergers, major or minor, and hence that their current structures bear witness to their accretion history [105] [106] [107] [108] . This understanding has fueled a significant literature on simulations investigating the importance of the heating of galactic disks in response to encounters with other dark matter halos (that may or may not contain their own galaxies) [109] [110] [111] [112] [113] [114] [115] [116] [117] [118] . In general, these studies have concentrated on the overall effects of many encounters on global properties, such as the thickness and vertical velocity dispersion in disks. The results of these simulations have traditionally been compared to the spatial and velocity scales in samples of galaxies. In contrast, the identification and mapping of vertical waves associated with ongoing interactions in the Milky Way gives us the opportunity to dissect individual disk heating events in progress (e.g., the impact of Sgr). We can use this to check our understanding of the mechanism directly and in detail rather than assessing its importance through collective effects and longterm, phase-mixed signatures.
• Stellar halo formation processes-The last decade has seen increasing interest in assessing how much of the content of our stellar halo could be made "in situ" along with other components of the Milky Way rather than accreted from other objects. Hydrodynamical simulations of galaxy formation suggest that tens of percent of the stars in the inner halo might be formed "in situ", either along their current orbits or "kicked-out" from orbits that were originally in the disk [119] [120] [121] [122] [123] [124] [125] [126] [127] . Preliminary arguments for the existence of an "in situ" population were based on transitions in the density or orbital structures of stellar halos (e.g., [128] ). However, such transitions were also found to occur naturally in purely-accreted models of stellar halos [129] . More convincing observational evidence for stars in the halo that have been "kicked-out" of the disk is just beginning to emerge through studies that look for stars with halo-like kinematics, but disk-like abundances around M31 [130] and the Milky Way [70, 131, 132] . The work outlined above in Sections 2 and 3 adds new perspectives on the "kicked-out-disk" stellar halo formation process with the detection and modeling of disk stars that may be in transition from the disk to the halo.
•
Galactoseismic probes of interactions and dark matter -The response of a disk to an encounter will depend on its own properties, the properties of the dark matter halo in which it is embedded, and the mass and orbit of the perturbing satellite. This leads to the suggestion that, analogous to helioseismic investigations of the structure of our Sun, maps of a disk response-such as those described in Section 2 for our Milky Way-might be similarly inverted to tell us about, for example, the structure of the dark matter halo [71] . Indeed, recent investigations into the signatures of encounters in the very outskirts of extended HI disks have successfully used simulations combined with an analytic understanding to find how the observed characteristics of the disturbed gas can be simply related to properties of the perturbing object [133] [134] [135] .
Overall, the breadth and depth of studies summarized in this Article are indicative of the developing interest in the new discipline of Galactoseismology, fueled by the imminence of another leap in the scale of available data sets. The remaining challenge is to build the models and appropriate tools to compare to obervations that can take full advantage of these opportunities to significantly advance our understanding of galactic dynamics and evolution.
